
Style* Color ** Belt Style Color Note ***

Khaki/Tan or 

Navy only

Khaki, Navy

or Tan

Black, Khaki

White or Navy

Solid colors 

GGE

VOE

CMS

TBE

VES

PSE

PES

GTE

Slacks, capri pants, walking shorts, or skorts

Slacks, walking shorts, capri pants, skorts, or skirts

Slacks, capri pants, walking shorts, polo dresses, 

skirts, skorts, or jumpers

Slacks, capris, walking shorts, or skirts (2" rule 

applies for skirts)

Pants, shorts, skorts, jumpers, or full length plain 

blue jeans without rips or holes

SPE

MES

PCR

PLE

NPE

MDE

Shirt with collar, short or 

long sleeves.  No hoodies.

Polo shirt with collar.

Polo shirt with collar.

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves.  SPE spirit t-

shirt

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

Polo Style Shirts-tucked in

Polo Style Shirts.  Logos 

must be smaller than a half 

dollar.

optional

optional
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Sneakers Slacks, capri pants, walking shorts, or skirts/skorts
Khaki, Navy, or 

Army Green only
optional

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves
AVE Any plain, solid color No logos, stripes or decorations. Store of your choice

Khaki/Tan, Navy or 

Black only
optional

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

optional

Any plain, solid color Store of your choice

Sneakers

No logos, stripes or decorations.  Any number of 

buttons allowed.

Slacks, capri pants, walking shorts, skirts, skorts, or 

jumpers

Khaki/Tan, Navy or 

Black

Uniforms Unlimited 455-4486 or 

store of your choice, or PTA

Any solid color Emblem 

no larger than a quarter

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

CPE

CES

EPE

EES

Slacks, capri pants, walking shorts, skirts, skorts, or 

jumper - No leggings

SLE

HLE

LTE

LES

Sneakers

Sneakers

Sneakers

Sneakers

Sneakers

Sneakers

Sneakers                                      No 

shoes with wheels

Sneakers or closed toe shoes / 

socks

Sneakers or closed heel and toe 

shoe

Sneakers with socks

Sneakers with laces or velcro           

No Heelys

Sneakers or tennis shoes

Sneakers - laced and tied or velcro  

Closed heel and toe 

Slacks, capri pants, walking shorts, or skirts, skorts, 

or jumpers - No athletic shorts

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

yes - if belt 

loops

Any plain solid color (not 

striped)

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

Any solid color

Any solid color

Any solid color

Any solid color

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

optional

No Skirts or Jeans No jeggings or leggings unless 

worn under shorts or skorts.

NO:  athletic shorts, sweat pants or yoga style 

pants. 

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

Any Solid color

Any solid color

Any solid color

Any Solid color

Any solid color

NPE Spirit t-shirt allowed any day of the week

No logos, stripes or decorations.

No logos, stripes or decorations.

No logos, stripes or decorations.

Royal blue, navy blue, 

red or gold.  Solid Colors

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Sneakers or tennis shoes

Sneakers or tennis shoes

Pants, walking/knee length shorts, capri pants, 

skorts, or jumpers

Slacks, capri pants, walking shorts, skirts, or skorts

Slacks, capri pants, walking shorts, skirts, or skorts

Slacks, walking shorts, skirts, skorts and jumpers - 

No jeans, leggings, or sweat pant materials

Slacks, Capri pants, walking shorts, skirts, skorts, or 

jumpers -  No leggings, no jeans

Pants, walking/knee length shorts, capri pants, 

skorts, or jumpers

Shorts-knee length or Bermuda shorts, capri pants, 

or full length pants. Skirts / Jumpers with shorts or 

leggings underneath - no athletic wear or jeans

Sneakers or closed heel and toe 

shoe

Sneakers or closed heel and toe 

shoe 

Khaki or Navy only

Khaki, Black Navy 

Blue or Denim 

Pants

Khaki or Navy Blue 

only

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves, tucked in.

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves, tucked in.

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

Sneakers or closed toe athletic 

shoes only

Sneakers or closed heel and toe 

shoe

Sneakers

Store of your choice.  Available 

at the school

Any solid color

Any solid color

Any plain, solid color

Navy Blue, Light Blue, 

Yellow, or White

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Sneakers

Slacks, capri pants, shorts, or skorts (skorts must 

have leggings or shorts underneath)

Slacks, capri pants, walking shorts or skorts Khaki or Navy

Slacks, capri pants, walking shorts, skirts, skorts or 

jumpers

Khaki or Navy Blue 

No blue denim

optional

optional

optional

optional

yes - if belt 

loops
Slacks, Capri pants, walking shorts, skirts, or skorts 

Khaki or Navy. No 

denim

Khaki, Navy or 

Black

Khaki, Black or 

Navy Blue

Black, Khaki, Navy 

or White/Stone

Khaki, Tan, Black 

or Navy

Tan, Navy or Black

Khaki/Tan/Navy 

Blue

Any color or 

pattern.  

Khaki or Navy.  No 

decorations

optional

yes - if belt 

loops

CES logo.  CES t-shirt on Spirit and Early Release 

Days

EPE logo only, smaller than a quarter.  No 

stripes/decorations. Hoods off on campus 

Jackets/hoodies must have front zipper.

Shirts with or without logo acceptable

Must have collar

Must have collar

No logos, stripes or decorations.

No stripes or decorations. Logos must be 1 sq. 

inch or less.

GTE Logo optional

School logo encouraged, not required.  HLE t-shirts 

allowed

No stripes.  Logos Optional

Must have collar-No decorations. No pullover 

sweatshirts/hoodies. Jackets must have zipper

Must have collar.  Logos must be smaller than half 

dollar

Must have collar.  Logos no bigger than 1 inch

Must have collar.  No Logos.  Outwear must be 

solid color

No logos, stripes or decorations.  Leggings may be 

white

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves
optional

optional

optional

Any solid color

Any plain solid

Any solid color

Any solid color 

Undershirts - White

Jackets/Hoodies-any 

color or appropriate 

design.

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves, solid color.

optional - 

but 

strongly 

Slacks, Bermuda Shorts, jumpers, or skorts
Khaki or Navy or 

Black

Long pants, capris, shorts, skorts - Shorts and 

skorts must be fingertip length

Khaki or Navy 

Pants

Pants, knee length shorts, capris, skorts, or solid 

color denim jeans - No skirts

Solid colors or 

plain denim
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Updated:  05.24.18

Elementary:  BCE, LPE, LOE, OES, PME, SGE, VME
High School: BCH, GGH, GCH, IHS, LHS, LWH, NHS, 
Everglades City School

** No Jeans or Denim unless otherwise noted by individual school

*** Spirit Shirts (available at school) can be worn on designated days only

IMS

MMS

NNM

ENM

GGM

The following schools adhere to the District's Code of Student Conduct standardized dress instead of a uniform policy:

OMS

* Shorts, Skirts, Skorts or Jumpers must meet CCPS Dress Code - touch bottom of finger tips

Uniforms may be purchased at any Discount or Department store of your choice, such as: Beall's, GAP, JC Penny's, Kmart, Old Navy, Target or Walmart

PRM

CPM

optional

optional

optional

GVM

yes - if belt 

loops

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

Store of your choice

Sneakers or closed heel and toe 

shoe

Athletic-type rubber sole with closed 

heel and toe, laced or strapped

Store of your choice Friday 

Spirit Day-any shirt/sweatshirt 

with PRMS allowed

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Store of your choice or  CPM 

PTSO

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Store of your choice

Slacks, shorts-3 inch above knee or capri pants.  No 

skirts or skorts.

Sneakers or closed heel and toe 

shoe

Knee Length Shorts, Capris, or Jeans without rips or 

holes Midl-length skirts

Sneakers or closed heel and toe 

shoe

Athletic-type rubber sole w/ closed 

heel and toe

Sneakers or closed heel and toe 

shoe

Closed heel and toe shoe              

No heels or wheels

Slacks, knee length shorts, or skorts

Slacks, Shorts, Skirts Skorts or Capri Pants. No 

Denim/Jeans/Stretch/corduroy/or athletic wear

Sneakers or closed heel and toe 

shoe

Sneakers or closed heel and toe 

shoe

Pants, knee length shorts, skorts or skirts.  Must sit 

at waist.

Slacks, Shorts, Skirts, skorts or capri pants

Must conform with CCPS dress code.  Skirts - finger 

tip length Dress or jean shorts.

Polo shirt with collar, 

short/long sleeves.  Logos 

must be smaller than 2".

Solid Polo type, must fall 

below wasitband.  

Undergarments must be 

tucked in.

Polo Shirt - 3 button.  Any 

solid color.  No designs

Any solid color, 

must be different 

than top.

Slacks, Capri pants or knee length walking shorts.  

No jeans, athletic shorts, sweat pants, jeggings, 

spandex or yoga style pants. No skirts allowed.

Khaki, Navy Blue 

or Black

Slacks, Capri pants or knee length walking shorts.  

No jeans

Khaki, Navy Blue 

or Black

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

Khaki or Navy

Hooded or regular jackets.  Jackets must have 

buttons or zippers from top to bottom.  Pullovers 

are not allowed.

Sweatshirt/Sweater Any 

solid color No designs

6th gr-Red, Orange      

7th gr-Navy Blue, Yellow  

8th gr-Black, White

yes - if belt 

loops

Polo Style Shirts.  Logos 

must be smaller than a half 

dollar.

Polo shirt with collar, short 

or long sleeves

Sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts or full zipper 

sweatshirts must have an ENMS logo to be worn 

during school day.Other outerware may be worn 

but remain in students locker during school day.

GGM or GGH short-sleeved t-shirts.  Solid colored 

pullover or zippered sweatshirts/sweaters

Any solid color.  No 

graphics on outerwear. 

Any CPM logo allowed.

Any solid color. Logos 

must be smaller than a 

half dollar, except on 

ENMS spirit shirts.

Any solid color Only 

GGM or GGH emblems 

allowed

NO:  yoga style pants, athletic sweat pants or 

shorts.

Any solid  color.  

Blue Jeans-Friday 

only. No holes/rips

NO: Frayed edges/holes sweat pants/athletic 

shorts, yoga, jeggings or sophies.

Khaki, Navy or 

Black. No denim 

material or jeans

MMS,Lely HS,or solid colored 

sweatshirts,sweaters or jackets. No hoods allowed 

on students inside bldg. Spirit shirts may be worn 

Socks solid color, white khaki, navy or black
Khaki, Navy or 

Black No denim

Solid  color or 

Denim Jeans

No Athletic shorts,sweat pants, jeggings, sophies 

or yoga pants. No ripped or torn clothing. No 

hoodies,hooded outerwear or hooded sweatshirts.

Any color or 

Pattern and Denim 

Jeans

No athletic shorts, sweat pants or yoga style pants.  

GVM Spirit wear on Friday's only.

Any solid color No large 

logos or graphics 

Any solid color School 

logo only

Any color, solid or 

striped. 1-3 inch below 

waist.

Any solid color Stripes on 

collar/armband okay.
optional

optional

optional

yes - if belt 

loops


